ALL ABOUT DOGS

Learn all about the different breeds of
dogs and discuss aspects related to dogs.
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DOG BREEDS I KNOW

DOG INVESTIGATION
Instructions: Research the background of your dog. If you don't
have a dog, investigate the origins of a dog you know.

DOG'S NAME:

DOG HISTORY

DRAWING OF MY DOG:

DOG CHARACTERISTICS

BEFORE MY DOG'S BREED WAS DOMESTICATED, WHAT WAS
ITS ROLE AND PURPOSE?

DOG TALK
1) Do you like dogs?
2) Are dogs really man’s best friend?
3) What kind of dogs do you like and dislike?
4) Do you think dogs are the best kind of pet?
5) Do you think dogs have a good life?
6) Are you ever afraid of dogs?
7) What do you think of dogs that bark non‐stop?
8) Do you think people spend too much money on dogs?
9) In what ways are dogs helpful to humans?
10) Are there many abandoned dogs in your town?
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1) Do you prefer dogs that are pedigree (purebreds) or mongrel (mutts)?
2) Do owners have to clean up after their dogs in your town?

DOG TALK

3) Do you think some owners care too much for their dogs and not
enough for other people?
4) Why are dogs disliked in some cultures?
5) What do you think of dog hotels, dog cafes and poodle parlors?
6) Dog is on the menu in many countries. What do you think of this?
7) What would you do if someone bought you a puppy as a present?
8) What do you think of people who organize dog fights?
9) In English, dogs go “woof woof”. How about in your language or other languages you know?
10) What does a “dog eat dog world” mean?

NAME: __________________

A Dog Story
Write a story about a dog. What kind of dog is it? What happened to the dog?
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chihuahua

labrador

Great Dane

German
shepherd

boxer

poodle

husky

border collie

doberman

collie

pit bull

chow chow

pug

Saint Bernard

shih tzu

terrier

Talk About Dogs


Have you ever owned a dog?



Do you think that dogs should usually sleep inside or outside?



Would you have a pet if you lived in a small flat?



Should all dogs have to wear muzzles? At all times? Why/why not?



Should people be legally obliged to clean up their dog's mess in the street?



There are occasional news reports about dangerous dogs attacking people. What could be done to
prevent this?



What should be done if somebody is attacked by a dog? Should the dog be killed? Should the owner be
fined or sent to prison? Why/why not?



Should people only be allowed to own big dogs if they (the prospective owners) have passed some type of
exam? What form of exam should this be?



Some people want to reintroduce wolves into areas where they used to roam. Do you think this is a good
idea? What would be the consequences of this? Which do you think are more dangerous - dogs or
wolves?



Some people say there are no dangerous dogs - only dangerous owners. What is your opinion?



Do dogs and their owners start to look like each other?

..............................................................................................................................................
Did you have a dog when young? Do you have a dog?
How did you choose what kind of pet to get? Were your parents involved in the decision-making?
What were your pet care responsibilities?
Are you allergic to dogs or dog hair?
What kind of dog is best for an apartment? A farm? A house with kids?
Do dogs know what we are thinking?
How can we make our house dog-safe?
What rules do you want our new dog (and me) to follow?
If we get a dog, will you take us to obedience class or teach me how to train our new pooch?
If I find a lost or injured animal, will you help me rescue it or find the appropriate place to take it?
If I see an animal being abused, what should we do?
Have you ever visited a dog shelter?

Please visit us!
The largest and most complete lesson library on the web.
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